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In this paper� we present pixel superiority index as a tool for designing a skele�
tonization algorithm which utilizes topographic features e�ciently� We clarify a
relationship between pixel superiority index and topographic features� Then� using
the relationship� we transform a problem of skeletonization into a problem of skele�
ton growing� Preliminary experiments show that the proposed algorithm generates
a comparatively good quality of skeleton even when stroke width is thick� Apply�
ing the proposed algorithm to a stroke�based structural Hangul recognizer� ����	
of error reduction is obtained compared to a conventional thinning algorithm with
dynamic thresholding�

� Introduction

Stroke analysis approach is considered as the most feasible solution for the
recognition of handwritten oriental scripts such as Chinese Hanzi� Korean
Hangul and Japanese Kana� It is because not only that stroke is� especially
in those scripts� the key structural feature for character identity but also that
the stroke representation of character patterns permits more intuitive design
of recognition algorithms exploiting resemblance to human conception of those
patterns �� Stroke is often obtained connecting skeletal pixels� The objective
of skeletonization� particularly for the handwritten characters� should be re�
covering the movement track of pen tip� Ignoring this objective� skeletal pixels
are computed by thinning binary images obtained by simple threshold logic�
As a consequence� such binarization approach reveals several intrinsic defects
such that adjacent strokes are often merged together due to the ignorance of
the shallow valley between two strokes��gure ��� Although it may be overcome
by intelligently selecting the threshold value� or applying the threshold logic
locally� it is� by no means� a more di	cult problem�

To overcome such a problem� direct skeletonization from grayscale images
is attempted to utilize topological features such as peak� ridge� valley� ravine�
saddle� etc� Those topological features are extracted directly from grayscale
images without the usual step of binary thresolding ���� As the pioneer of such
attempt� Haralick proposed a mathmatical description of topographic primal
sketch of a grayscale digital image �� In this method� each pixel is classi�ed
into one of peak� pit� ridge� ravine� saddle� 
at or hillside and skeletal pixels
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Figure �� Shape distortion by binarization� 
a� Grayscale image of a Hangul character� 
b�
Binary image of 
a�� and 
c� Thinned image of 
b�

can be de�ned as a set of peak� ridge and saddle points� Topographic feature
classi�cation was more developed by Pavlidis �� He developed techniques for
grouping and assembling topographically labeled pixels to form primitive fea�
tures� Though Pavlidis� method is more e	cient than Haralick�s� it is also very
time�consuming to determine the principal direction� To reduce time complex�
ity� Lee used a derivative of gradient in determining the principal direction by
assuming that only four directions are possible�� Similar to Lee�s method� Suh
proposed a digital version of approximation by ��directional scanning� which
is much more e	cient than the previous methods because it does not calculate
the principal direction ��

However� these approaches have a common problem in extracting skeleton
from topographic features when stroke width is thick� In that case� a simple
collection of feature points doesn�t satisfy a necessary condition of skeleton� or
a property of one�pixel width� One of the solutions is to apply a conventional
binary thinning algorithm on the set of skeletal pixels �� This straightforward
approach brings shape distortion� an intrinsic problem of conventional thin�
ning approaches� The other solution is to use a concept of a primary line and
a gap �lling process �� But this method has a di	culty in extracting primary
lines� because primary lines are closely related to thickness of skeletal pixels�
Another solution is to extract strokes directly from topographic features by�
passing skeletonization� Pavlidis grouped topographic features and represented
a character with a graph �� Although graph�representation of a character is
requisite in stroke analysis� the graph may disregard some information like
curvature extremity by grouping topographic features� which are important
for stroke analysis�

This paper presents a new grayscale skeletonization algorithm by pixel su�
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Figure � Characteristics of topographic features� 
a� Peak� 
b� Pit� 
c� Ridge� 
d� Ravine�

e� Ridge saddle� 
f� Ravine saddle� 
g� Hillside� and 
h� Flat

periority index� Pixel superiority index indicates the topographic signi�cance
of a pixel compared to its neighbors and approximates topographic features
digitally� The proposed algorithm is very e	cient in the aspect of time com�
plexity� Moreover� it guarantees a comparatively good quality of skeleton even
when stroke width is thick�

The rest of this paper is organized as follows� In section � we summarize
previous works related to topographic feature classi�cation� In section �� the
proposed algorithm is explained� Experimental results are analyzed in section �
and a conclusion is given in section ��

� Related Works

��� Topographic feature classi�cation

Haralick proposed a direct feature extraction method from grayscale images
called the topographic primal sketch �� Topographic features such as peak�
pit� ridge� ravine� hillside and 
at are mathematically described by �rst�order
and second�order partial derivatives of an image surface� Characteristics of
topographic features are shown in �gure �

Feature classi�cation of a pixel consists of three steps� surface �tting� cal�
culation of a Hessian matrix and its eigen�vectors� and feature labeling� For
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Figure �� Local intensity con�gurations of skeletal pixels in no consideration of rotation and
symmetry 
��� means that its gray�value is greater than gray�value of the center pixel and
��� means the opposite� �P�� �R� and �S� represent peak� ridge and saddle� respectively�

each pixel� a local image surface is �tted in the form of z � f�x� y� by least
square �tting or spline curves� Then� the Hessian matrix at the pixel is cal�
culated using second�order partial derivatives of f�x� y�� Eigen�vectors of the
Hessian matrix represent principal directions� which are the directions in which
the normal curvature of the local surface attains an extreme value� Finally�
the pixel is topographically labeled by classi�cation rules� For details� refer to
the original paper�

��� Topographic feature extraction by ��directional scanning

One of the authors proposed an e	cient topographic feature classi�cation
method that uses only local intensity con�guration of neighborhood �� With�
out calculation of principal directions� each pixel is topographically classi�ed
according to geometric features along � principal directions� Here� only � prin�
cipal directions� horizontal� vertical� right�diagonal and left�diagonal directions�
are assumed to be su	cient to de�ne topographic features� A geometric feature
is one of local maxima� local minima� ascending and descending� Then� each
pixel is topographically classi�ed by assigned � geometric features as follows�

Peak� four local maxima

Ridge� only one local maxima and no local minima�
two adjacent local maxima and no local minima or
three local maxima and no local minima

Saddle� two adjacent local maxima and two local minima�
three local maxima and one local minima or
one local maxima and three local minima
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Figure �� Cases of skeletal pixels which are classi�ed as non�skeleton by ��directional scanning

Meanings of ��� and ��� are the same as those in �gure � and skeleton is colored with gray�

Pit� ravine� 
at and hillside can be de�ned in the similar way from Haral�
ick�s mathematical descriptions� Figure � shows all local intensity con�gura�
tions of skeletal pixels�

� Skeletonization Based on Pixel Superiority Index

The main disadvantages of skeletonization based on topographic features are
in time complexity and skeleton extraction� In the aspect of e	ciency� digital
approximation made a successful cost reduction in time complexity ���� But
approximation usually involves an error� When we assume only � principal di�
rections� small di�erence in digital sampling can make an error in topographic
feature classi�cation��gure ��� On the other hand� there were several attempts
to extract skeleton of one�pixel width from the set of skeletal pixels� However�
these approaches do not fully utilize the topographic features of the original
images� So important information for stroke analysis can be missed� In this pa�
per� we present pixel superiority index as a tool for designing a skeletonization
algorithm which utilizes a topography e	ciently�

Pixel superiority index�PSI� of a pixel is de�ned as the number of inferior
pixels in its neighborhood� Here� inferior means having a smaller or equal gray�
value� We use ��neighbors as neighborhood and PSI has a value between �
and �� In the extreme case� if PSI of a pixel is �� the pixel is topographically
labeled as peak� From intuition and evidence in �gure � and �� two important
facts are revealed� The �rst one is that if a pixel has a inferior skeletal pixel in
its neighborhood� it is also a skeletal pixel� The second one is that all skeletal
pixels have PSIs larger than �� The only exceptional cases are ravine saddle
points� which are known to be meaningless as skeleton ��

From these observations� we view skeletonization as a sequence of skeleton
expansion starting from initial skeleton� Initial skeleton is a set of peak points�
namely� pixels of PSI � �� And the initial skeleton is expanded using pixels of
PSI � �� This expansion is repeated with smaller PSI and terminates when
PSI � �� During expansion� spurious branches are removed and one�pixel
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Figure �� Pixel superiority index� 
a� Grayscale image of a Hangul character� 
b� A set of
pixels of PSI � �� and 
c� A set of pixels of PSI � �

width property is preserved in skeleton� That is� skeleton is generated in the
opposite way of conventional thinning�

However� this approach has a few defects in practice� It is too costly to
detect spurious branches during expansion� And expansion is usually accom�
panied by a search process� which is time�consuming� To avoid the problem
initial skeleton is generated from a set of pixels of larger than some �xed PSI

and skeleton expansion is repeated only on lower levels� Experimentally we
con�rmed that when PSI is equal to or larger than �� there are almost no
spurious branches in the set of pixels��gure ��� So we set the relevant PSI

value as �� In that case� the proposed skeletonization algorithm consists of
only two stages� initial skeleton generation and skeleton expansion�

Initial skeleton is generated from S� a set of pixels of PSI � � by thinning
pixels in topographic order� Generally� a pixel of the larger PSI is topograph�
ically more important� So we de�ne topographic order as the order of PSI �
That is� initial skeleton is a set of pixels which are left after removing boundary
pixels from S in the order of PSI of pixels� Boundary pixels are removed if
the removal doesn�t change ��connectivity of S� Pixel removal tests are well
explained in a survey paper ��

As a next stage� initial skeleton is expanded by simple connected compo�
nent analysis� Because initial skeleton is a subset of skeletal pixels� connectivity
in skeletal pixels may not preserve� Each connected component in initial skele�
ton is examined whether it is connected to another component through pixels
of PSI � � by a labeling technique��gure ��� Pixels of PSI � � are labeled
as chessboard distance from initial skeleton� If there exists another component
connected to it� then two nearest pixels of each components are linked following
the labeling order� At this time� spurious branches are detected and removed
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Figure �� Strokes of initial skeleton that are connected through skeletal pixels are linked by
simple connected component analysis�

taking into account the length of a branch and the gray�values of pixels in the
branch ��

� Experimental Results

Real images obtained from scanner have many low�level hills� which can be
classi�ed as skeletal pixels� Low�level thresholding was applied to remove such
noise� Then average smoothing operator with � by � mask was used to smooth
the surface of character images� Average smoothing has similar e�ects with less
computation compared to Gaussian smoothing because only integer operations
are used� Figure � shows the overall process of the proposed algorithm�

Examples in �gure � show some Hangul characters and their skeletons
generated by our algorithm� which are compared to those of Zhang and Suen�s
thinning algorithm �	� Zhang and Suen�s algorithm was applied after thresh�
olding grayscale images by dynamic thresholding 
� Shape distortions induced
by binarization were recovered by using the proposed algorithm�

To evaluate the performance of the algorithm� we measured the correct
classi�cation rate of a stroke�based structural Hangul recognizer which had
been developed at KAIST ��� For training� ����� characters of �� classes
were used� For testing� ������ characters of �� classes were used� In training�
Zhang and Suen�s thinning algorithm after dynamic thresholding was applied
to extract strokes from grayscale images� The comparison result of our algo�
rithm with Zhang and Suen�s thinning algorithm is shown in table �� The
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Figure �� The overall skeletonization process� 
a� Original grayscale image� 
b� Pixels of
PSI � �� 
c� Initial skeleton� and 
e� Skeleton
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Figure �� Skeletonization results� 
a� Grayscale images� 
b� Skeletons generated by the
proposed method� 
c� Skeletons generated by Zhang and Suen�s thinning algorithm
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Recognition rate
for test data

The proposed algorithm �����

Dynamic thresholding �
Zhang and Suen�s Thinning ����

Table �� The correct classi�cation rate of a stroke�based structural Hangul recognizer

error was reduced by ����� using the proposed algorithm� We expect more
improvements to be made if the proposed algorithm is used in training the
recognizer�

� Conclusion

We proposed a novel grayscale skeletonization algorithm based on pixel supe�
riority index�PSI�� Using the relationship between PSI and topography of an
image surface� we modi�ed the problem of skeletonization from boundary pixel
removal to skeleton growing� The preliminary experimental results showed that
the performance of the algorithm is better than a conventional binary thin�
ning algorithm with dynamic thresholding� Applying the proposed algorithm
to a stroke�based structural Hangul recognizer� ����� of error reduction was
obtained�

Ongoing works include extraction of information on stroke interaction in
grayscale images� The proposed algorithm doesn�t utilize topographic features
such as saddle points to reduce time complexity� additional mask operations
are needed to extract particular topographic features in our method� For higher
performance of a structural recognizer� such information is indispensable� One
possibility of utilizing saddle points is to �nd local curvature�maximum points
along skeletal pixels� or ridge lines�
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